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MAPS COLLECTION 
 
I 
 
 The Map Collection was transferred from Winthrop Dacus Library to the Winthrop University Archives 
and Special Collections. 
 
  Linear feet of shelf space occupied:  N/A 
  Approximate number of pieces:  128 
 
 Restrictions:  Open to researchers under the rules and regulations of the Louise Pettus Archives & 
Special Collections at Winthrop University. 
 
 Literary Rights:  For information concerning literary rights please contact the Louise Pettus Archives & 
Special Collections at Winthrop University. 
 
 
 Scope and Content Note:  The Map Collection consists of various maps from around the world and 
contains original maps and reproductions of historical maps. This collection focuses on maps from the 
Southern United States and South Carolina and North Carolina in particular, but also contain maps 
featuring Africa, Alabama, Arkansas, Asia, Central America, Europe, Florida, Georgia, Global, Holy 
Land, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North America, South America, Tennessee, United States, 
Virginia, and World War II as well. 
 
 Related Collection:   
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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II 
 
DESCRIPTION OF SERIES 
(Consult Appendix I for Geographical Index of maps) 
 
Item  Folder(s) Description        Year(s) 
 
1 1 GLOBAL MAP        17th CE, [1953] 
This map is a reproduction of a circa 1600s map by cartographer is 
Nicolao Visscher. This is a reproduction that depicts California as an 
island. Map is written in Latin and contains illustrations of the Greco-
Roman gods and goddesses. Other mythological creatures illustrated. 
Map is separated into four parts. It is part of the Decorative Old Map 
of the Sixteenth, Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries No. 1 of 6. 
 
2 1 ESSO WAR MAP:  FEATURING TRANSPORTATION, THE KEY 1942 
TO EVERY SUCCESSFUL CAMPAIGN (WWII) 
It was published by the General Drafting Company, Inc. It indicates 
time zones, air flight distances, and steamship distances. First time 
O.M. Miller’s cylindrical projection was used for a map for general 
distribution. Inset on the Artic Region and inset on the importance of 
transportation during a war. Backside shows Esso Marketers 
contributions to WWII. 
 
3 1 ESSO WAR MAP II:  FEATURING THE WORLD ISLAND AND 1943 
FORTRESS EUROPE (WWII) 
It was published by the General Drafting Company, Inc. Uses an O.M. 
Miller cylindrical projection. Shows the “World Island”, which is 
made up of Europe, Asia, and Africa. Distances indicated. Backside 
depicts Europe and North Africa. There are insets about the geography 
chosen and an explanation on foreign name choices. There is an inset 
about the Allies dependence on oil and an inset on the boundary 
changes in central Europe since 1938.  
 
4 1 WORLD WAR II MAP       1944 
It was published by the American Trust Company. It indicates dated 
events with descriptions of those events. Map indicates American 
allies, the Axis, and neutral. USA, British, Russian, Nazi, Italian, and 
Japanese have special symbols for identification purposes.  
 
5 1 (AFRICA) THE SOURCES OF THE NILE NO. 1-2   1858, [1964] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1858 map published by the Royal 
Geographic Society, London. Inset of the White Nile and Bahr al 
Ghazal by John Petherick. Inset of the route from the east coast to 
Lake Tanganyika by J.M. Speke. Map to find the Nile source. 
 
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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DESCRIPTION OF SERIES (cont.) 
 
Item  Folder(s) Description        Year(s) 
 
6 1 (AFRICA) THE SOURCES OF THE NILE NO. 3    1858, [1964] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1858 map published by the Royal 
Geographic Society, London. Cartographer is J.H. Speke. Map shows 
Speke’s discovery of Victoria Nyanza, on July 31, 1858. Shows route 
from Unyanyembe to Victoria Nyanza.  
 
7 1 (AFRICA) THE SOURCES OF THE NILE NO. 4    1862, [1964] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1862 map published by the Royal 
Geographic Society, London. Cartographer is J.H. Speke. It depicts the 
North-Western shores of Victoria Nyanza and Ripon Falls. There is a 
handwritten note by Speke about Lake Victoria and the White Nile. 
 
8 1 (AFRICA) THE SOURCES OF THE NILE NO. 5    1863, [1964] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1863 map published by the Royal 
Geographic Society, London. Cartographer is J.A. Grant. It depicts the 
route from Bagamoyo to Gondokoro on the White Nile. There is a 
handwritten note from J.H. Speke about the making of the map. 
 
9 1 (AFRICA) THE SOURCES OF THE NILE NO. 6    1856, [1964] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1856 map published by the Royal 
Geographic Society, London. Cartographer is David Livingston. It 
depicts the Zambezi from the Victoria Falls to Tete. There are 
handwritten notes about the rivers, navigation, and geology. It shows 
part of Livingston’s route from Loanda to Quilimane, 1855-1856, 
showing his discovery of Victoria Falls.  
 
10 1 (AFRICA) THE SOURCES OF THE NILE NO. 7    1864, [1964] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1864 map published by the Royal 
Geographic Society, London. Cartographer is S.W. Baker. It depicts 
the route from Gondokoro to Albert Nyanza. It depicts Lake Victoria 
Nyanza and Lake Albert Nyanza. 
  
11 2 (AFRICA) THE SOURCES OF THE NILE NO. 8-9   1876, [1964] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1876 map published by the Royal 
Geographic Society, London. Cartographer is C.G. Gordon. It shows 
the Nile from Magungo to Foweira. It is one map split into two plates 
for accessibility.  
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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DESCRIPTION OF SERIES (cont.) 
 
Item  Folder(s) Description        Year(s) 
 
12 2 (AFRICA) THE SOURCES OF THE NILE NO. 10    1879, [1964] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1879 map published by the Royal 
Geographic Society, London. Cartographer is Joseph Thomson. It 
depicts routes from Tabora to Lake Tanganyika. It depicts part of 
Jacob Thomson’s route from Mkamba to Lakes Nyasa and 
Tanganyika. 1879-1880. It depicts the Tanganyika outlet by the 
Lukuga. 
 
13 2 (AFRICA) THE SOURCES OF THE NILE NO. 11-12   1875 & 1891, [1964] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1875 and 1891 map published by the 
Royal Geographic Society, London. There are two maps placed side-
by-side. Plate 11 is a map of Victoria Nyanza by H.M. Stanley in 
1875. This is the first attempt to correct the outline of the lake. Plate 
12 is the route of Southern Uganda by F.D. Lugard in 1891. There are 
extensive notes on the land’s natural resources written on map. 
 
14 2 (AFRICA) THE SOURCES OF THE NILE NO. 13-14   1858 & 1863, [1964] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1858 and 1863 map published by the 
Royal Geographic Society, London. Plate 13 is an illustration of 
Na’Mweri falls (Ripon Falls) done by J.H. Speke in 1863. Plate 14 is 
an illustration of Mgongo Thembo by J.H. Speke in 1858. Neither are 
maps. 
 
15 2 ASIA          1662, [1953] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1662 map published by the Famous 
Blaeu family. Side columns depict the manner of dress in major parts 
of Asia. There are depictions of nine city views and their plans at the 
top of the page. There are illustrations of ships, sea creatures, and 
Greco-Roman gods and goddesses. Natives in furs with hunting bows 
and quivers bracket the map’s title. It is part of the Decorative Old 
Maps of the Sixteenth, Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries No. 2 of 
6. 
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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DESCRIPTION OF SERIES (cont.) 
 
Item  Folder(s) Description        Year(s) 
 
16 2 THE HOLY LAND        1570, [1953] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1570 map by cartographer is Abraham 
Ortelius. Depicts the path traversed the Children of Israel as they 
traveled to the promise land. Each year of travel is labeled on the map. 
There is a description of the Holy Land written in Latin. There are 
illustrations of mythological creatures and ships. It is part of the 
Decorative Old Maps of the Sixteenth, Seventeenth, and Eighteenth 
Centuries No. 3 of 6. 
 
17 2 WAR MAP:  THE PACIFIC THEATER (WWII)    1942 
It was published by the General Drafting Company, Inc. It is a World 
War II map with insets of South China coast, Taiwan (Formosa), and 
USSR (Vladivostok) and vicinity. It has a list of provinces, alternate 
names, and names on map. 
 
18 2 WAR MAP:  JAPAN AND OTHER STRATEGIC PACIFIC  1943 
AREAS (WWII) 
It was published by the General Drafting Company, Inc. It is a World 
War II map with insets of Manila and vicinity, Philippine Islands, 
Palau Islands, Truk Islands, Dublon, Yap, Angaur, Canton- Hong 
Kong Area, Saipan and Tinian, Paramushiru, Guam, Rota, Marcus, 
Ngulu Islands, Ulithi islands. Sorol Islands, Elato and Lamotrek 
Islands, Ryuku Islands, Woleai Islands, Chichijima Islands, Hahajima 
Islands, Naka-Iwo, and Tokyo and vicinity. 
 
19 2 (EUROPE) EUROPA RECENS DISCRIPTA    1635, [1968] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1635 map by cartographer is Willem 
Janszoon Blaeu. A column on each side of the map shows the clothing 
in the major countries of Europe. Nine cities and their places are 
illustrated at the top. The mythical island of Frisland appears. There 
are illustrations of ships, sea creatures, bears, and lions. The map is 
written in Latin. 
 
20 2 EUROPE         1663, [1953] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1663 map published by the Mercator 
Hondius Atlas. There is text written describing the map on the map. 
The map shows the upper right part of Africa and a portion of America 
in the upper left. The map shows the fake island Frisland. It is part of 
the Decorative Old Maps of the Sixteenth, Seventeenth, and 
Eighteenth Centuries No. 4 of 6. 
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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DESCRIPTION OF SERIES (cont.) 
 
Item  Folder(s) Description        Year(s) 
 
21 3 (EUROPE) GERMANY:  ZONES OF OCCUPATION   1941-1944 
Cartographer is unknown. The international frontiers are from 1937 
and the internal boundaries are from 1941. It depicts the zones of 
occupation during World War II.  
 
22 3 (NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA) AMERICAE SIVE NOVI   1570, [1963] 
ORBIS, NOVA DESCRIPTO 
This map is a reproduction of a 1570 map by cartographer is Abraham 
Ortelius. One of the earliest maps made of North and South America. 
There are many inaccuracies but very good for its time. There are 
illustrations of ships, sea creatures, and the map has a decorated 
border. Backside has a description of the cartographer and the map’s 
origins. Map is written in Latin. 
 
23 3 (NORTH AMERICA) CANADA AND THE GREAT LAKES  1720, [1953] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1720 map by cartographer is 
Guillaume de L’isle. It is a map of Canada, which was also known, at 
the time, as New France. There are descriptions, in French, which talk 
about the natives. There are also illustrations of Christianized natives. 
It is part of the Decorative Old Maps of the Sixteenth, Seventeenth, 
and Eighteenth Centuries No. 5 of 6. 
 
24 3 UNITED STATES        1600-1773 
Cartographer is unknown. It is a map of the 13 colonies (United 
States), territory land disputes, and the Native American settlements. 
There is a list of the 13 colonies’ settlements and a list of the 
conflicting claims on land in the New World. Backside has a timeline 
from 1673 to 1773 titled “Wars”. 
 
25 3 (UNITED STATES) NEW BELGIUM, NEW ENGLAND,   PRE 1682, [1953] 
AND VIRGINIA 
This map is a reproduction of a pre-1682 map by cartographer is 
Nicolao Visscher. Inset of New Amsterdam bracketed by natives. 
There are depictions of local animals and settlements. The land is now 
known as part of North America. It is part of the Decorative Old Maps 
of the Sixteenth, Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries No. 6 of 6. 
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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DESCRIPTION OF SERIES (cont.) 
 
Item  Folder(s) Description        Year(s) 
 
26 3 UNITED STATES        1690 
Cartographer is unknown. It is a French map of the United States. It 
illustrates the Native Americans and local animals. There is an inset of 
New York and Quebec. The map illustrates Native Americans whaling 
and buffalo. 
 
27 3 UNITED STATES        1673-1773 
Cartographer is unknown. Map of the 13 colonies (United States) and 
the territories of Spain, France, and Britain. It references forts, wars, 
and other important places and events. It contains lists of the different 
kinds of governments in the 13 colonies and the inter-colonial wars. 
Backside contains a timeline from 1733 to 1789 titled “Independence”. 
 
28 3 UNITED STATES        1773-1784 
Cartographer is unknown. Map of the 13 colonies (United States) and 
territories of America. It references wars and lists of states ratifying 
the Constitution. It contains a list of presidents of Congress before the 
Constitution. There is an inset of the South and North Carolina region 
from Pennsylvania to Vermont. Backside contains a timeline from 
1789 to 1845 titled  
 
29 3 UNITED STATES        1784, [1979] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1784 map by cartographer is John 
Russell. Map of the United States of America according to the Treaty 
of Peace of 1784. It indicates 15 states. It is part of the Historic maps 
of Kentucky No. 2 of 10.  
 
30 3 UNITED STATES        1789-1845 
Cartographer is unknown. Map of America depicting the Louisiana 
Purchase. It depicts the territories and contains a list of the 14 states 
admitted to the Union. It contains a list of administrations during 1789 
to 1845. Backside has a timeline from 1845 to 1860 titled 
“Dissension” 
 
31 4 UNITED STATES        1794, [1979] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1794 map by cartographer is unknown. 
This map shows the United States. The map indicates Native 
American tribes, lakes, mountain ranges, and rivers. The parts of the 
west are unknown at this time. This is part of the Historic maps of 
Kentucky No.1 of 10. 
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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DESCRIPTION OF SERIES (cont.) 
 
Item  Folder(s) Description        Year(s) 
 
32 4 UNITED STATES        1845-1860 
Cartographer is unknown. It depicts British America, Louisiana 
Purchase, Minnesota territory, Wisconsin territory, Washington 
territory, Utah territory, New Mexico territory, and Oregon territory. It 
depicts the first Mexican cession and the annexation of Texas. 
Backside shows a timeline from 1860 to 1865 titled “Secession”. 
 
33 4 UNITED STATES        1860-1865 
Cartographer is unknown. This map shows the United States. There is 
an inset of the lower right of North America. There are insets with a 
focus on the state Virginia through 1861 to 1865. The map references 
the Civil War battles. There is an inset of succeeding states and an 
inset of the administration during this period. Backside there is a 
timeline of America order of succession from 1865 to 1898 titled 
“Peace”. 
 
34 4 UNITED STATES        1865-1898 
Cartographer is unknown. This map shows the United States. It 
references natural disasters and man-made ones. References fire, riots, 
and yellow fever.  Inset of a list of presidents from 1865 to 1901. List 
of seceded states, territories, and states admitted to the union. Backside 
has a timeline that goes from 1898 to 1900 titled “War”. 
 
35 4 UNITED STATES        1898-1900 
Cartographer is unknown. It references states admittance to the Union. 
This map shows the United States. There is an inset of Alaska. There 
is a list of administrations during 1897 to 1904. Backside has the 
timeline that goes from 1900 to 1901 titled “The World’s History 
Briefly Told”. 
 
36 4 (UNITED STATES) AMERICAN RAILROADS (CLASS 1)  1960 
It was published by Rand McNally and Company. It depicts all 
railroads (class 1) in the United States of America. On the borders are 
logos for railroads companies in America.  
 
37 4 LA VIRGENIA [SIC] PARS- NORTH CAROLINA   1585, [1966] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1585 map by cartographer is John 
White. It depicts the coast of North Carolina, South Carolina, and 
Georgia. Majority of the map illustrates various, inaccurate, sea 
creatures. There are illustrations of boats, also. 
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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DESCRIPTION OF SERIES (cont.) 
 
Item  Folder(s) Description        Year(s) 
 
38 4 LARGE PART OF NORTH CAROLINA AND PART OF VIRGINIA 1590, [1966] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1590 map by cartographers John White 
and Theodore De Bry. The map shows a large part of North Carolina 
and part of Virginia. There are illustrations of ships, sea creatures, 
Native Americans, and some mythological creatures. The map is 
written in Latin. The land is usually identified by the Native American 
names. The state of North Carolina does not exist at this time and will 
not until 1729. 
 
39 4 VIRGINIA, NORTH CAROLINA, SOUTH CAROLINA, AND  1606, [1966] 
PART OF FLORIDA 
This map is a reproduction of a 1606 map by cartographer Gerhard 
Mercator. Some states are labelled but none are delineated. Virginia, 
North Carolina, South Carolina, and part of Florida are shown. The 
Native American names for land are used. The text is mostly, 
otherwise, written in Latin. There is Latin descriptions of the areas, 
lakes, and navigation. There are illustrations of sea creatures, ships, 
Native Americans, and Native American boats. There are insets of the 
Florida and Virginia settlements. 
 
40 4 NORTH CAROLINA        1657 
Cartographer is Nicholas Comberford. It depicts the southern part of 
Virginia and northern part of South Carolina. It depicts an early North 
Carolina. It is not an accurate map. There are illustrations of ships and 
mythical creatures. North Carolina was not truly a state until 1789. 
 
41 5 SOUTHERN SECTION OF THE U.S. INCLUDING FLORIDA  1816 
Cartographer is John Melish. The map shows the southern section of 
the United States. It depicts the King’s Highway, Occaneechi Trail, 
Great Philadelphia Wagon Road, Wilderness Road, federal roads, 
Natchez Trace, South Carolina state road, Indian trading paths, and 
water routes. 
 
42 5 SOUTHERN STATES       1832 
Cartographer is F.J. Huntington. It depicts North Carolina, South 
Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee, Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, 
Louisiana, and Arkansas territories. It indicates capitals, county towns, 
small towns, and court houses.  
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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DESCRIPTION OF SERIES (cont.) 
 
Item  Folder(s) Description        Year(s) 
 
43 5 NORTH CAROLINA, SOUTH CAROLINA, GEORGIA   1838 
Cartographer is T.G. Bradford. Detached from Bradford’s 
Comprehensive Atlas. The map of North Carolina, South Carolina, and 
Georgia references Allegany Mountains and Okefenokee Swamp. It 
indicates railroads and canals in various stages of finish.  
 
44 5 NORTH CAROLINA, SOUTH CAROLINA, GEORGIA   1838 
Cartographer is T.G. Bradford. Detached from Bradford’s 
Comprehensive Atlas. The map of North Carolina, South Carolina, and 
Georgia references Allegany Mountains and Okefenokee Swamp. It 
indicates railroads and canal ways in various stages of finish. Borders 
of the states are highlighted. 
 
45 5 (FRONTSIDE) SOUTH CAROLINA AND (BACKSIDE)   1855 
GEORGIA 
Both published by J.H. Colton and Company. The map of South 
Carolina contains an inset of the Plan of Charleston, vicinity, and 
harbor. The backside is a map of Georgia. Both maps indicate 
railroads, canals and capitals.  
 
46 5 NORTH CAROLINA, SOUTH CAROLINA, AND PART OF   1861, [1966] 
GEORGIA 
This map is a reproduction of a 1861 map by cartographer John 
Bachmann. It is a bird’s eye view of the three states:  North Carolina, 
South Carolina, and Georgia. It is, also, a panorama of the seat of war. 
It depicts the start of the civil war and the warships. 
 
47 5 NORTH CAROLINA, SOUTH CAROLINA, GEORGIA, AND   1920 
FLORIDA 
Cartographer is unknown. It depicts the division of time zones. It is a 
map of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida. It 
depicts railroads, steamship routes, and courses of rivers. There is an 
inset of a physical chart of principal products and principal seaports. 
There are several insets containing Charleston, Savannah, 
Jacksonville, and Willington. There is an inset of an illustration of the 
Blue Ridge elevations. Backside gives information on Middle Atlantic 
States. 
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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DESCRIPTION OF SERIES (cont.) 
 
Item  Folder(s) Description        Year(s) 
 
48 5 (NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA) CAROLINA  1672, [1966] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1672 map by cartographer John 
Ogilby. This is before North and South Carolina were separate states. 
North Carolina is in lower-right part of the map. The map illustrates 
Native Americans in nature, boats, and sea creatures. There is an inset 
of Ashley and Cooper River.  
 
49 5 (NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA) CARTE PARTICULIERE  1696 
DE LA CAROLINE: DRESSE SU LES MEMOIRES LE PLUX 
NOUVEAUX  
Cartographer is Nicolas Sanson. The map is of North and South 
Carolina that goes from the South Edisto River to the Santee River. 
The relief is shown pictorially, depth shown by soundings and 
bathymetric shadings. It indicates landowners, rivers, mountains, trees, 
and Native American settlements. The map is in French. 
 
50 5 (NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA) CAROLINA   1739 
Cartographer is Herman Moll. The relief is shown pictorially. This was 
after the Carolina split into North and South Carolina, which happened 
in 1712. Part of Georgia shown but is not identified.  
 
51 6 PARTS OF NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA    1833 
It was published by Baldwin and Craddock. It depicts the coastal line 
of North and South Carolina. It indicates the bays, swamps, rivers, 
mountains, towns, etc.  
 
52 6 NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA      1860 
Cartographer is Alvin Jewett Johnson. It depicts North Carolina, South 
Carolina, the upper part of Georgia, and the lower part of Virginia. 
There are insets of illustrations of Charleston, Table Mountain, the 
Chimney rock, and French Broad River. 
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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DESCRIPTION OF SERIES (cont.) 
 
Item  Folder(s) Description        Year(s) 
 
53 6 NORTH CAROLINA AND SOUTH CAROLINA, LARGE  1861, [1966] 
PORTION OF GEORGIA AND PART OF ADJOINING STATES 
This map is a reproduction of a 1861 map by cartographer Joseph 
Hutchins Colton. It depicts North Carolina, South Carolina, a large 
portion of Georgia, and parts of adjoining states. There are insets of 
Beaufort and vicinity, Wilmington and vicinity, Savannah and vicinity, 
and Charleston with another inset of the plan of Ft. Sumter. There are 
illustrations of ships and the map has a decorated border. States are 
labelled but are not delineated. This is a topographical map. 
 
54 6 NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA      1865, [1966] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1865 map published by the U.S. Coast 
and Geodetic Survey. There is an inset of the South Carolina coast. 
Only parts of North and South Carolina are shown. Canals and roads 
indicated. 
 
55 6 NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA      1882 
Cartographer is S. Augustus Mitchell. There are insets of Charleston 
Harbor and Plan of Charleston. The map indicates rivers and roads of 
North and South Carolina. 
 
56 6 NORTH CAROLINA AND SOUTH CAROLINA    1896, [1966] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1896 map published by Postmaster 
General William L. Wilson. It is a post route map of North and South 
Carolina. It depicts post offices with the intermediate distances and 
mail routes in operation on the June 1, 1896. There is an inset of the 
counties in both states. Beginning and end of routes, mail service, and 
railroads are indicated. 
 
57 6 KENTUCKY, REDUCED FROM ELIHU BARKER’S LARGE MAP 1794, [1979] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1794 map by cartographer William 
Barker. This map of Kentucky is reduced from Elihu Barker’s large 
maps. It shows part of the North Western territories. Barrens, various 
bodies of water, mountain ranges, and fertile land are indicated. It is a 
Henderson and Co Grant reproduction. This is part of the Historic 
Maps of Kentucky No 3 of 10.  
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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DESCRIPTION OF SERIES (cont.) 
 
Item  Folder(s) Description        Year(s) 
 
58 6 ROAD FROM LIMESTONE TO FRANKFORT IN THE STATE OF 1795, [1979] 
KENTUCKY 
This map is a reproduction of a 1795 map by cartographer Georges 
Henri Victor Collot. It is the road from Limestone to Frankfort in the 
state of Kentucky. There is no illustration of the land or roads 
surrounding the road shown. This map is part of the Historic Maps of 
Kentucky No 8 of 10.  
 
59 6 KENTUCKY WITH ADJOINING TERRITORIES    1800, [1979] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1800 map by cartographer John 
Scoles. It depicts the state of Kentucky with the adjoining territories. 
This map depicts rivers and mountains. This map is part of the Historic 
Maps of Kentucky No 4 of 10. 
 
60 6 KENTUCKY         1806, [1979] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1806 map by cartographer Jared 
Brooks. It is a map Kentucky showing the rapids of Ohio River and the 
counties on each side to include possible canal routes. There is an inset 
of a view of Louisville from near Clarkesville and an inset of the plan 
of the aqueducts and locks. This map is part of the Historic Maps of 
Kentucky No 9 of 10.  
 
61 7 KENTUCKY         1812, [1979] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1812 map by cartographer John 
Melish. It depicts Kentucky and parts of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and 
Virginia. It indicates rivers, mountains, and roads. This map is part of 
Historic Maps of Kentucky No 5 of 10. 
 
62 7 KENTUCKY         1839, [1979] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1839 map by cartographer Henry 
Schenck Tanner. A map of Kentucky with roads and distances from 
place to place along the stage and steam boat routes indicated. There 
are insets of the Falls of Ohio, part of the Ohio River, and Fayette 
County with parts of the surrounding counties. This map is part of the 
Historic Maps of Kentucky No 6 of 10.  
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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DESCRIPTION OF SERIES (cont.) 
 
Item  Folder(s) Description        Year(s) 
 
63 7 MAP OF THE BATTLEFIELD OF PERRYVILLE, KENTUCKY  1862, [1979] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1862 map by cartographers Edward 
Ruger, and Anton Kilp. The map indicates Major General Don Carlos 
Buell commanding the U.S. Forces and General Braxton Bragg 
Commanding the Confederate forces in Perryville, Kentucky. This 
map is part of Historic Maps of Kentucky No 10 of 10.  
 
64 7 KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE      1867, [1979] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1867 map by cartographer is John 
Bartholomew. This is a map of Kentucky and Tennessee with the 
railways indicated. This map is part of the Historic Maps of Kentucky 
No 7 of 10. 
 
65 7 NORTH CAROLINA        1733, [1966] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1733 map by cartographer Edward 
Moseley. This is a map of North Carolina with an added description of 
land resources and local animals. It depicts parts of South Carolina but 
does not delineate it from North Carolina. There are illustrations of 
boats and sea creatures. There are insets of Port Brunswick or Cape 
Fear Harbor, Port Beaufort or Topsail Inlet, and Ocracoke Inlet. There 
are descriptions added about the Inlets and the Native American tribes. 
There is added information of the directions for Ocracoke Inlet. 
 
66 7 NORTH CAROLINA        1795 
Cartographer is Samuel Lewis. It is a map of North Carolina indicating 
roads, rivers, mountains, towns, swamps, etc.  
 
67 7 NORTH CAROLINA        1808, [1966] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1808 map by cartographers Jonathan 
Price and John Strother. This is the first actual survey of the State of 
North Carolina. County seat, mills, Q.M. Quaker meeting house, B.M 
Baptist meeting house, M.M. Methodists meeting house, roads, state 
and county boundary lines, and swamp or marsh indicated. 
 
68 7 NORTH CAROLINA        1833, [1966] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1833 map by cartographer Robert H.B. 
Brazier. A map of North Carolina with depictions of gold mines, 
mineral springs, churches, ferries, rivers, etc. 
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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69 7 NORTH CAROLINA        1882, [1966] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1882 map by cartographers W.C. Kerr 
and Captain W. Cain. This is a map of North Carolina that indicates 
towns and gives the population. There is an inset of notes on land area, 
boundaries, elevations, population breakdown, and railroads. There is 
also a list of railroads and their abbreviations. 
 
70 8 GEOGRAPHICAL, STATISTICAL, AND HISTORICAL MAP OF 1822 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
Cartographer is John Wilson. This is a geographical, statistical, and 
historical map of South Carolina. Text indicates situation, boundaries, 
and extent of South Carolina. Information about the state’s soil and 
production, the climate, rivers and canals, chief towns, commerce and 
manufactures, education, religion, government, and history added. 
There is an inset of civil divisions and population. The relief is shown 
pictorially.  
 
71 8 GEOGRAPHICAL, STATISTICAL, AND HISTORICAL MAP   1822 
SOUTH CAROLINA APPENDIX NO 24 
Not a map but is part of the item 70. It is titled “South Carolina:  
Appendix to No 24. The text gives history to South Carolina, lists the 
governors, and places important because of battles and sieges.  
 
72 8 SOUTH CAROLINA        1824 
It was published by Young and Delleker. This is a map of South 
Carolina that depicts the mountain in the North West (Blue Ridge). 
The map indicates roads and rivers. The relief is shown pictorially.  
 
73 8 SOUTH CAROLINA        1824 
It was published by Young and Delleker. This is a map of South 
Carolina that depicts the mountain in the North West (Blue Ridge). 
The map indicates roads and rivers. The relief is shown pictorially.  
 
74 8 SOUTH CAROLINA        1824 
Cartographer is Fielding Lucas Jr. This is a map of South Carolina 
with no legend. The map depicts roads and rivers. 
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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75 8 CARTE GEOGRAPHIQUE, STATISTIQUE ET HISTORIQUE  1825 
DE LA CAROLINE DU SUD (SOUTH CAROLINA) 
Cartographer is Le Gagneur. It is a map of South Carolina inlaid in the 
middle with background information bracketing the image. Statistics, 
climate, commerce, rivers, productions, division of population, 
education, religion, government, and the history of South Carolina are 
written in French. 
 
76 8 SOUTH CAROLINA        1838 
Cartographer is Thomas Gamaliel Bradford. This is a map of South 
Carolina with rivers, roads, and canals indicated. There are parts of 
Georgia and North Carolina shown. 
 
77 8 SOUTH CAROLINA        1843 
Cartographers are Sidney E. Morse and Samuel Breese. It is a map of 
South Carolina with county town, state capital, canals and railroads 
indicated.  
 
78 8 A NEW MAP OF SOUTH CAROLINA WITH ITS CANALS,  1850 
ROADS, AND DISTANCES:  FROM PLACE TO PLACE ALONG 
THE STAGE AND STEAM BOAT ROUTES 
It was published by Thomas, Cowperthwait and Company. It is a map 
of South Carolina with canals, roads, and distances indicated. There 
are stage coach and steam boats routes indicated. There is an inset of 
the city of Charleston with the boroughs indicated. This is a reference 
map.  
 
79 8 SOUTH CAROLINA        1855 
Cartographer is J.H. Colton. This is a map of South Carolina with an 
inset of the Plan of Charleston, Vicinity, and Harbor. 
 
80 8 SOUTH CAROLINA        1855, [1864] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1855 map by cartographer J.H. Colton. 
This is a map of South Carolina with an inset of the Plan of 
Charleston, Vicinity, and Harbor.  
 
81 9 SOUTH CAROLINA        1856 
Cartographer is Morse. This is a map of South Carolina depicting 
canals, railroads, rivers, and mountainous regions. This is a reference 
map.  
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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82 9 MAP OF SOUTH CAROLINA, SHOWING THE PROPORTION   1861 
OF SLAVES IN EACH COUNTRY 
It was published by Harper’s Weekly. It is a choropleth map of South 
Carolina showing proportions of slaves in each county. Portraits of 
Colonel Dougherty and General Hunter are at the top. Backside has 
sketches of Munson’s Hill, saloon in camp, the Batteries on the 
Potomac- Budd’s Ferry, and the Batteries of the Potomac- Evansport. 
Map was done on November 23rd.  
 
83 9 SOUTH CAROLINA        1888 
It was published by Rand McNally and Company. This is a map of 
South Carolina, with the title of the page in German (Neuer Familien: 
Atlas der Welt), which in English is “New Family Atlas of the World”. 
Backside illustrates a close view of North Carolina and Ohio.  
 
84 9 SOUTH CAROLINA        1906 
It was published by Rand McNally and Company. This is a map of 
South Carolina with railroads labelled and chief cities listed. Backside 
contains Georgia- counties, creeks, islands, mountains, rivers, and 
towns. 
 
85 9 SOUTH CAROLINA        1910 
Commissioner is E.J. Watson. It was published by the S.C. 
Department of Agriculture. It is a map of South Carolina with a legend 
about mail services. There is an illustration of the state’s capital. Text 
written around the map invites the reader to invest in South Carolina. 
Topics include:  housing, orchards, diversified industries, canning 
industry, mineral resources, and climate. 
 
86 9 SOUTH CAROLINA        1935 
Cartographer is A.F. Hassan. This is a Lambert conformal conic 
projection of South Carolina. It indicates electric railroads, railroads, 
cities or villages, counties, and state capital. This map was compiled in 
1929. 
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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87 9 SOUTH CAROLINA        1959 
Cartographer is Lebrun Nourse Smith. This is a map that shows the 
raw material sources for glass manufacture in South Carolina. It also 
shows the other southern states of the United States. It indicates soda 
ash, glass sand, limestone of glass grades, and data on South Carolina 
glass sand deposits. 
 
88 9 SOUTH CAROLINA        1961 
It was published by South Carolina Division of Geology. This map 
contains the economic mineral localities in South Carolina. There is a 
description and a list of minerals found in South Carolina. Legend 
shows active and inactive mines. 
 
89 9 SOUTH CAROLINA        1961 
Cartographer is M.J. Green. This is a generalized geologic map of 
South Carolina by the Division of Geology S.C. State Development 
Board. It lists a key about the rocks and mountains in South Carolina. 
 
90 9 SOUTH CAROLINA        1970 
It was published by the South Carolina Independent Telephone 
Association. It is a second edition telephone map of South Carolina. 
The area, company, and headquarters of the telephone companies are 
indicated. Independent telephone exchange and Southern Bell 
Telephone exchange indicated. 
 
91 10 SOUTH CAROLINA        1971 
It was published by Corps of Engineers. This is a map of South 
Carolina that depicts the civil works projects. It depicts shore 
protection, navigations, and small flood control projects. Map was 
done in January. 
 
92 10 SOUTH CAROLINA        1979 
It was published by the South Carolina Independent Telephone 
Association. It is a third edition telephone map of South Carolina. The 
area, company, and headquarters of the telephone companies are 
indicated. Independent telephone exchange and Southern Bell 
Telephone exchange indicated. 
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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93 10 CHEROKEE COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA    1953 
It was published by S.C. State Highway Department in cooperation 
with U.S. Department of Commerce Bureau of Public Roads. This is a 
general highway map of Cherokee county. It depicts federal buildings, 
airports, housing, etc. The legend is extensive. There is an inset of 
South Carolina with Cherokee County shaded in. Last revision was in 
January 1, 1960. This is a polyconic projection. 
 
94 10 CHEROKEE COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA    1971 
It was published by S.C. State Highway Department in cooperation 
with U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway 
Administration. This is a general highway map of Cherokee county. 
There is an inset of South Carolina with Cherokee County shaded in. 
Last revision was in March 1, 1974. This is a polyconic projection. 
 
95 10 CHESTER COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA    1968 
It was published by S.C. State Highway Department in cooperation 
with U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway 
Administration Bureau of Public Roads. There is an inset of South 
Carolina with Chester County shaded in. Last revision was in 
November 1, 1973. This is a polyconic projection. 
 
96 10 FAIRFIELD COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA    1972 
It was published by the S.C. State Highway Department in cooperation 
with U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway 
Administration. This is a general highway map of Fairfield County, 
South Carolina. There is an inset of South Carolina with Fairfield 
County shaded in. Last revision was in November 1, 1974. This is a 
polyconic projection. 
 
97 10 FORT MILL COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA    1969 
It was published by the S.C. State Highway Department. The map is a 
24-hour average weekday traffic volumes on principal streets in Fort 
Mill, South Carolina. The traffic scale indicates traffic volumes. Map 
was done from March to April. 
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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98 10 FORT MILL COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA    1974 
It was published by S.C. State Highway Department. It indicates 
primary and secondary highways, streets, and railroads. It also 
indicates the roads maintained by the S.C. State Highway Department. 
The date this map was drawn is January 5, 1973 with a revision in 
February 12, 1974. 
 
99 10 KERSHAW COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA    1962 
It was published by the S.C. State Highway Department in cooperation 
with the U.S. Department of Commerce Bureau of Public Roads.  It is 
a general highway map of Kershaw County, South Carolina. There is 
an extensive legend that indicates road systems, towns, buildings, 
railroads, etc. There is an inset of South Carolina with Kershaw 
County shaded in. Last revision was in May 1, 1962. This is a 
polyconic projection. 
 
100 10 KERSHAW COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA    1962 
It was published by the S.C. State Highway Department in cooperation 
with the U.S. Department of Commerce Bureau of Public Roads. It is a 
general highway map of Kershaw County, South Carolina. There is an 
extensive legend that indicates road systems, towns, buildings, 
railroads, etc. There is an inset of South Carolina with Kershaw 
County shaded in. Last revision was in May 1, 1962. This is a 
polyconic projection. 
 
101 11 KERSHAW COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA    1971 
It was published by the S.C. State Highway Department in cooperation 
with U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway 
Administration. It is a general highway map of Kershaw County, 
South Carolina. There is an inset of South Carolina with Kershaw 
County shaded in. Last revision was in February 1, 1975. This is a 
polyconic projection. 
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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102 11 PLAN OF THE BATTLE FOUGHT NEAR CAMDEN, SOUTH   1780, [1794] 
CAROLINA 
This map is a reproduction of a 1780 map published for Stedman’s 
History of the American War. The map is a plan of the battle fought 
near Camden, South Carolina on August 16, 1780. It was engraved for 
Stedman’s history of the American war on January 20, 1794. It depicts 
the order of battle and where the British and American infantry was 
located. 
 
103 11 SKETCH OF THE BATTLE OF HOBKIRKS HILL, NEAR  1781, [1794] 
CAMDEN (SOUTH CAROLINA) 
This map is a reproduction of a 1781 map by cartographer Captain 
Charles Vallancey. It is a sketch of the battle of Hobkirks Hill (Second 
Battle of Camden) on April 25, 1781. It was part of the American 
Revolutionary War. It was engraved for Stedman’s History of the 
American War in February 6, 1794.  
 
104 11 LANCASTER COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA    1968 
It was published by S.C. State Highway Department. It depicts 24-
hour average weekday traffic volumes on principal streets in Lancaster 
County, South Carolina. There is an inset of the most congested area. 
The traffic scale indicates the traffic volume. Map was done from July 
to September. 
 
105 11 LANDCASTER COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA    1968 
It was published by S.C. State Department in cooperation with U.S. 
Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration 
Bureau of Public Roads. This is a general highway map of Lancaster 
County, South Carolina. There is an inset of South Carolina with 
Lancaster County shaded in. Last revision was in July 1, 1974. This is 
a polyconic projection. 
 
106 11 TAXAHAW QUADRANGLE, LANCASTER COUNTY,    1978 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
Cartographers are James Robert Butler and David E. Howell. This map 
is shows the geology of the Taxahaw Quadrangle in Lancaster County, 
South Carolina. It indicates the road classifications, rocks, and faults. 
This is a polyconic projection. 
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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107 11 OCONEE COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA     1730-1776, [1975] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1730-1776 map by cartographer 
Margaret Mills Seaborn. It depicts stage coach road with adjoining 
public road of Oconee County, South Carolina. There are descriptions 
written about a stage coach ride, geology, roads, and rivers. The map 
illustrates the travels in the description.  
 
108 11 CHEROKEE INDIAN TOWNS OF OCONEE COUNTY,    1836-1839 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
Cartographer is Margaret Mills Seaborn. This map contains 
descriptions on the Indian Line 1777 to 1816 and the making of the 
map based on interpretations. The path of William Bartram is 
indicated. This map was compiled for the 1976 Bicentennial American 
Revolutionary Celebration.  
 
109 11 SPARTANBURG COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA   1972 
It was published by S.C. State Highway Department in cooperation 
with U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway 
Administration. There is an inset of South Carolina with Spartanburg 
County shaded in. Last revision was in May 1, 1974. This is a 
polyconic projection. 
 
110 11 SPARTANBURG COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA   1975 
It was compiled by Lewis P. Jones. This is a Bicentennial map of the 
Spartanburg County with historic sites and structures indicated. The 
right side of the map holds an incomplete list of historical and 
significant places in Spartanburg. There are insets of the Reidville and 
Gleen Spring area labelled. The origin of the Spartanburg County’s 
name appears. 
 
111 12 UNION COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA     1972 
It was published by S.C. State Highway Department in cooperation 
with U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway 
Administration. There is an inset of South Carolina with Union County 
shaded in. Last revision was in February 1, 1975. This is a polyconic 
projection. 
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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112 12 UNION COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA     1976 
It was published by the Union County Historical Foundation. It is 
compiled by Allan D. Charles. The map indicates some of the most 
historic sites and structures in Union County, South Carolina. There is 
an inset of Union City labeled accordingly with added description. 
 
113 12 YORK COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA     1971 
It was published by S.C. State Highway Department. It is a traffic 
volume map of York County, South Carolina. There is an inset of the 
city traffic flow maps available. The legend is barely legible. It 
indicates cities and towns, cultural features, drainage, boundaries, road 
systems, road types, structures, railroads, airways, recreational, and 
other miscellaneous. There is an inset of South Carolina with York 
County shaded in. Last revision was in April 15, 1972. This is a 
polyconic projection. 
 
114 12 YORK COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA     1972 
It was published by the S.C. State Highway Department in cooperation 
with U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway 
Administration. This is a general highway map of York County, South 
Carolina. There is an inset of South Carolina with York County shaded 
in. Last revision was in July 1, 1974. This is a polyconic projection.  
 
115 12 ROCK HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA AND VICINITY   1971 
This is a traffic flow map of the city of Rock Hill in York County, 
South Carolina. There is 24-hour weekday traffic volumes indicated. 
This map depicts from August to October. There is an inset of the most 
congested area in Rock Hill. 
 
116 12 ROCK HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA      1973 
It was published by S.C. State Highway Department. This map shows 
the state highways that are maintained by the S.C. State Highway 
Department. The legend depicts highways, streets, railroads, city limit, 
and proposed highways. It was last revised on October 25, 1973. 
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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117 12 TOWN OF YORK, SOUTH CAROLINA     1974 
It was published by South Carolina State Highway Department. This is 
a map showing the town of York’s state highways maintained by the 
S.C. State Highway Department. It indicates primary and secondary 
highways, streets to be maintained after construction, other streets, 
railroads, and city limits. It was last revised May 15, 1974. 
 
118 12 JAMES FORTE AT JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA    1607, [1957] 
This map is a reproduction of a 1607 map by cartographer John Hull. 
There are illustrations of Jamestown, sea creatures, the Native 
Americans, and the local animals. There are also illustrations of the 
ships the settlers took to America:  the Discovery, the Susan Constant, 
and the Godspeed. A Powhatan chief is shown outside the depiction of 
Jamestown. 
 
119 12 THE SOURCES OF THE NILE:  EXPLORER’S MAP A.D.   1964, 1856-1891 
It is from the Royal Geographical Society’s collections with notes by 
G.R. Crone M.A. The book contains information about J.H. Speke and 
Burton’s animosity. It also talks about the sources of the Nile and the 
Royal Geographical Society’s connection to the explorers of the Nile. 
There is an explanation of the survey methods that made the maps. 
The book contains notes of the plates and a bibliography. Guide to 
item(s) 5 to 14. 
 
120 12 BIOGRAPHICAL COMPANION TO A MAP OF SOUTH   1973 
CAROLINA WRITERS 
This book is a companion piece to item 121. This is a book explaining 
the importance of a map of South Carolinian writers and the guidelines 
the committee followed to create the map. It also contains a more in 
depth biography of all the writers indicated on the map. It is used to 
explain why they chose a certain writer over another. The book 
extrapolates on what type of writings and writers the committee chose 
to include.    
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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121 13 A MAP OF SOUTH CAROLINA WRITERS FROM THE    1973 
BEGINNINGS TO 1972 
It was published by the Junior Members Round Table of the South 
Carolina Library Association and designed by John M. Bryan. This is 
a map of South Carolina that indicates where the famous writers were 
located. There are insets of a plan of Charleston, Port Royal Harbor, a 
plan of Beaufort on Port Royal Island, a plan of Camden, and a plan of 
Georgetown (note:  very faint and hard to see insets). There are 
illustrations of Native Americans and Colonials. Roads and rivers are 
indicated. 
 
122 13 HISTORIC MAPS OF THE KENTUCKY     1979 
By Thomas D. Clark and published by the University Press of 
Kentucky. The books contain the sources of illustrations, the metes 
and bounds of Kentucky, and the mapping of Kentucky. There is a 
preface talking about how Kentucky was shaped by, mostly, its 
geographical features. The book was made to define the reasons for the 
shaping of Kentucky and to identify the earlier map makers of 
Kentucky. Guide to item(s) 29, 31, and 57 to 64. 
 
123 13 VIRGINIA AND FLORIDA       ca1971 
This is a reproduction of 1606 map of Virginia and Florida which first 
appeared in Mercator’s Atlas, published by Jodocus Hondius in 
Amsterdam. The highly decorative cartouche shows stockades of 
Florida and Virginia Indians. Notice Mountains, forests, mythical 
lakes, deer, a turkey, and Floridian King and Queen, strange fish, 
horned sea-monsters, a canoe, ships and a large compass with radiating 
lines. The copy was previously framed and had been on display in 
Winthrop’s Dacus Library with the date “9/14/71” written on the back 
which presumably was the date it was framed. The original map is 
held by the Dutch Archives. 
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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124 13 MISSISSIPPI AND ST. LAWRENCE VALLEYS    ca1971 
This is a reproduction of a 1719 A. H. Chatelain’s map of the 
Mississippi and St. Lawrence Valleys. The map depicts America’s two 
principal watersheds. The map is full historical detail, well 
ornamented, with a splendid view of Quebec, animals, birds, natives, 
stockades, ships, canoes and whales. The printed text gives details of 
many interesting facts. The copy was previously framed and had been 
on display in Winthrop’s Dacus Library with the date “9/15/71” 
written on the back which presumably was the date it was framed. 
 
125 13 AMERICA SEPTENTRIONALIS      1971 
This map is a reproduction of a 1652 map of North, Central, and parts 
of South America by Jan Jansson. This map is known for perpetuating 
the theory that California was an Island. The copy was previously 
framed and had been on display in Winthrop’s Dacus Library with the 
date “9/14/71” written on the back which presumably was the date it 
was framed. 
 
126 13 MAP OF CAROLINA       1676 
This map is the 1676 map of Carolina drawn by cartographer John 
Speed who was one of the foremost cartographers of the 17th century 
Britain. The map was No. 25 between pages 49-50 of A Prospect of 
the most Famous Parts of the World, 1676. On the back of the map is 
“The Description of Florida” (p.49) and “The Description of Carolina” 
(p.50). The map is framed and was previously on display in 
Winthrop’s Dacus Library and now is on display in the Louise Pettus 
Archives and Special Collections. 
 
127 13 MAP OF EARLY LAND OWNERS FORT MILL, YORK COUNTY,  2013 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
The map consists of a geographical map with land plats and owners 
identified in the Fort Mill, SC area of York County. Most of the plat 
information is from 1841, but also consists of land owners from 1810-
1849. This heritage map was researched and drawn by Thomas 
Mayhugh 2013 in association with the Chester District Genealogical 
Society. Includes a note stating “Prior to 1840 all White settlers living 
within the Indian Reservation leased land from the Catawba Indians. 
After the Treaty of Nation Ford in 1840, the Indians traded away their 
rights to the reservation for $21,000. All former leaseholders were then 
required by the State of South Carolina to have their land surveyed in 
order to gain clear title.” 
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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128 13 MAP OF EARLY LAND OWNERS ROCK HILL, YORK COUNTY,  2011, 2013 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
The map consists of a geographical map with land plats and owners 
identified in the Rock Hill, SC area of York County. Most of the plat 
information is from 1841, but also consists of land owners from 1832-
1848. This heritage map was researched and drawn by Thomas 
Mayhugh in 2011 and 2013 in association with the Chester District 
Genealogical Society. Includes a note stating “Prior to 1840 all White 
settlers living within the Indian Reservation leased land from the 
Catawba Indians. After the Treaty of Nation Ford in 1840, the Indians 
traded away their rights to the reservation for $21,000. All former 
leaseholders were then required by the State of South Carolina to have 
their land surveyed in order to gain clear title.” 
 
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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(see Description of Series for more description of individual maps) 
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Item..Folder  Map Title       Year   Date 
 
 AFRICA 
5 1 (Africa) The Sources Of The Nile No. 1-2    1858   1964 
6 1 (Africa) The Sources Of The Nile No. 3    1858   1964 
7 1 (Africa) The Sources Of The Nile No. 4    1862   1964 
8 1 (Africa) The Sources Of The Nile No. 5    1863   1964 
9 1 (Africa) The Sources Of The Nile No. 6    1856   1964 
10 1 (Africa) The Sources Of The Nile No. 7    1864   1964 
11 2 (Africa) The Sources Of The Nile No. 8-9    1876   1964 
12 2 (Africa) The Sources Of The Nile No. 10    1879   1964 
13 2 (Africa) The Sources Of The Nile No. 11-12    1875, 1891  1964 
14 2 (Africa) The Sources Of The Nile No. 13-14    1858, 1863  1964 
119 12 The Sources of the Nile:  Explorer’s Map A.D.    1964, 1856-1891 -- 
 
ALABAMA 
42 5 Southern States       1832   -- 
 
ARKANSAS 
42 5 Southern States       1832   -- 
 
 ASIA 
15 2 Asia         1662   1953 
 
CENTRAL AMERICA 
125 13 America Septentrionalis      1652   1971 
 
 
 EUROPE 
19 2 (Europe) Europa Recens Discripta     1635   1968 
20 2 Europe         1663   1953 
 
FLORIDA 
39 4 Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Part of Florida 1606   1966 
41 5 Southern Section of the U.S. Including Florida   1816   -- 
42 5 Southern States       1832   -- 
47 5 North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida  1920   -- 
126 13 Map of Carolina       1676   -- 
123 13 Map of Virginia and Florida      1606   1971 
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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 HOLY LAND 
16 2 The Holy land        1570   1953 
 
GEORGIA 
42 5 Southern States       1832   -- 
43 5 North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia    1838   -- 
44 5 North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia    1838   -- 
45 5 (Frontside) South Carolina and (Backside) Georgia   1855   -- 
46 5 North Carolina, South Carolina, And Part of Georgia  1861   1966 
47 5 North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida  1920   -- 
50 5 (North and South Carolina) Carolina     1739   -- 
52 6 North and South Carolina      1860   -- 
53 6 North Carolina and South Carolina, Large Portion of Georgia 1861   1966 
and Part of Adjoining States 
 
 GLOBAL 
1 1 Global Map        ca1600s  1953 
 
KENTUCKY 
57 6 Kentucky, Reduced From Elihu Barker’s Large Map  1794   1979 
58 6 Road From Limestone to Frankfort in the State of Kentucky 1795   1979 
59 6 Kentucky With Adjoining Territories     1800   1979 
60 6 Kentucky        1806   1979 
61 7 Kentucky        1812   1979 
62 7 Kentucky        1839   1979 
63 7 Map of the Battlefield of Perryville, Kentucky   1862   1979 
64 7 Kentucky and Tennessee      1867   1979 
122 13 Historic Maps of the Kentucky     1979   -- 
 
LOUISIANA 
42 5 Southern States       1832   -- 
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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MISSISSIPPI 
42 5 Southern States       1832   -- 
 
 NORTH AMERICA 
22 3 (North and South America) Americae Sive Novi Orbis, Nova  1570   1963 
Descripto 
23 3 (North America) Canada And The Great Lakes   1720   1953 
125 13 America Septentrionalis      1652   1971 
124 13 Mississippi and St. Lawrence Valleys    1719   1971 
 
NORTH CAROLINA 
37 4 La Virgenia [Sic] Pars- North Carolina    1585   1966 
38 4 Large Part of North Carolina And Part of Virginia   1590   1966 
39 4 Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Part of Florida 1606   1966 
40 4 North Carolina       1657   -- 
41 5 Southern Section of the U.S. Including Florida   1816   -- 
42 5 Southern States       1832   -- 
43 5 North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia    1838   -- 
44 5 North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia    1838   -- 
46 5 North Carolina, South Carolina, And Part of Georgia  1861   1966 
47 5 North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida  1920   -- 
48 5 (North and South Carolina) Carolina     1672   1966 
49 5 (North and South Carolina) Carte Particuliere De La Caroline: 1696   -- 
Dresse Su Les Memoires Le Plux Nouveaux 
50 5 (North and South Carolina) Carolina     1739   -- 
51 6 Parts of North and South Carolina     1833   -- 
52 6 North and South Carolina      1860   -- 
53 6 North Carolina and South Carolina, Large Portion of Georgia 1861   1966 
and Part of Adjoining States 
54 6 North and South Carolina      1865   1966 
55 6 North and South Carolina      1882   -- 
56 6 North Carolina and South Carolina     1896   1966 
65 7 North Carolina       1733   1966
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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NORTH CAROLINA (cont.) 
66 7 North Carolina       1795   -- 
67 7 North Carolina       1808   1966 
68 7 North Carolina       1833   1966 
69 7 North Carolina       1882   1966 
126 13 Map of Carolina       1676   -- 
123 13 Map of Virginia and Florida      1606   1971 
 
SOUTH AMERICA 
125 13 America Septentrionalis      1652   1971 
22 3 (North and South America) Americae Sive Novi Orbis, Nova  1570   1963 
Descripto 
 
 SOUTH CAROLINA 
39 4 Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Part of Florida 1606   1966 
41 5 Southern Section of the U.S. Including Florida   1816   -- 
42 5 Southern States       1832   -- 
43 5 North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia    1838   -- 
44 5 North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia    1838   -- 
45 5 (Frontside) South Carolina and (Backside) Georgia   1855   -- 
46 5 North Carolina, South Carolina, And Part of Georgia  1861   1966 
47 5 North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida  1920   -- 
48 5 (North and South Carolina) Carolina     1672   1966 
49 5 (North and South Carolina) Carte Particuliere De La Caroline: 1696   -- 
Dresse Su Les Memoires Le Plux Nouveaux 
50 5 (North and South Carolina) Carolina     1739   -- 
51 6 Parts of North and South Carolina     1833   -- 
52 6 North and South Carolina      1860   -- 
53 6 North Carolina and South Carolina, Large Portion of Georgia 1861   1966 
and Part of Adjoining States 
54 6 North and South Carolina      1865   1966 
55 6 North and South Carolina      1882   -- 
56 6 North Carolina and South Carolina     1896   1966 
65 7 North Carolina       1733   1966 
70 8 Geographical, Statistical, and Historical Map of South Carolina 1822   -- 
71 8 Geographical, Statistical, and Historical Map South Carolina 1822   -- 
Appendix No 24 
72 8 South Carolina       1824   -- 
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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 SOUTH CAROLINA (cont.)  
73 8 South Carolina       1824   -- 
74 8 South Carolina       1824   -- 
76 8 South Carolina       1838   -- 
77 8 South Carolina       1843   -- 
78 8 A New Map of South Carolina With Its Canals, Roads, and  1850   -- 
Distances:  From Place to Place Along the Stage and Steam 
Boat Routes 
79 8 South Carolina       1855   -- 
80 8 South Carolina       1855   1864 
81 9 South Carolina       1856   -- 
82 9 Map Of South Carolina, Showing the Proportion of Slaves in 1861   -- 
Each Country 
83 9 South Carolina       1888   -- 
84 9 South Carolina       1906   -- 
85 9 South Carolina       1910   -- 
86 9 South Carolina       1935   -- 
87 9 South Carolina       1959   -- 
88 9 South Carolina       1961   -- 
89 9 South Carolina       1961   -- 
90 9 South Carolina       1970   -- 
91 10 South Carolina       1971   -- 
92 10 South Carolina       1979   -- 
93 10 Cherokee County, South Carolina     1953   -- 
94 10 Cherokee County, South Carolina     1971   -- 
95 10 Chester County, South Carolina     1968   -- 
96 10 Fairfield County, South Carolina     1972   -- 
127 13 Fort Mill, South Carolina (1841 Landholders Map)   2013   -- 
97 10 Fort Mill County, South Carolina     1969   -- 
98 10 Fort Mill County, South Carolina     1974   -- 
99 10 Kershaw County, South Carolina     1962   -- 
100 10 Kershaw County, South Carolina     1962   -- 
101 11 Kershaw County, South Carolina     1971   -- 
102 11 Plan of the Battle Fought Near Camden, South Carolina  1780   1794 
103 11 Sketch of the Battle Of Hobkirks Hill, Near Camden, SC  1781   1794 
104 11 Lancaster County, South Carolina     1968   -- 
105 11 Landcaster County, South Carolina     1968   -- 
106 11 Taxahaw Quadrangle, Lancaster County, South Carolina  1978   -- 
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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107 11 Oconee County, South Carolina     1730-1776  1975
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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SOUTH CAROLINA (cont.) 
108 11 Cherokee Indian Towns Of Oconee County, South Carolina 1836-1839  -- 
109 11 Spartanburg County, South Carolina     1972   -- 
110 11 Spartanburg County, South Carolina     1975   -- 
111 12 Union County, South Carolina     1972   -- 
112 12 Union County, South Carolina     1976   -- 
113 12 York County, South Carolina      1971   -- 
114 12 York County, South Carolina      1972   -- 
115 12 Rock Hill, South Carolina And Vicinity    1971   -- 
116 12 Rock Hill, South Carolina      1973   -- 
128 13 Rock Hill, South Carolina (1841 Landholders Map)   2013   -- 
117 12 Town of York, South Carolina     1974   -- 
120 12 Biographical Companion to a Map of South Carolina Writers 1973   -- 
121 13 A Map of South Carolina Writers from the Beginnings to 1972 1973   -- 
126 13 Map of Carolina       1676   -- 
123 13 Map of Virginia and Florida      1606   1971 
 
TENNESSEE 
42 5 Southern States       1832   -- 
64 7 Kentucky and Tennessee      1867   1979 
 
UNITED STATES 
24 3 United States        1600-1673  -- 
25 3 (United States) New Belgium, New England, and Virginia  Pre-1682  1953 
26 3 United States        1690   -- 
27 3 United States        1673-1773  -- 
28 3 United States        1773-1784  -- 
29 3 United States        1784   1979 
30 3 United States        1789-1845  -- 
31 4 United States        1794,    1979 
32 4 United States        1845-1860  -- 
33 4 United States        1860-1865  -- 
34 4 United States        1865-1898  -- 
36 4 (United States) American Railroads (Class 1)   1960   --
Map Collection, Acc. 1535 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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UNITED STATES (cont.) 
35 4 United States        1898-1900  -- 
41 5 Southern Section of the U.S. Including Florida   1816   -- 
42 5 Southern States       1832   -- 
 
VIRGINIA 
37 4 La Virgenia [Sic] Pars- North Carolina    1585   1966 
38 4 Large Part of North Carolina And Part Of Virginia   1590   1966 
39 4 Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Part of Florida 1606   1966 
41 5 Southern Section of the U.S. Including Florida   1816   -- 
42 5 Southern States       1832   -- 
52 6 North and South Carolina      1860   -- 
118 12 James Forte at Jamestown, Virginia     1607   1957 
126 13 Map of Carolina       1676   -- 
123 13 Map of Virginia and Florida      1606   1971 
 
 WORLD WAR II 
2 1 Esso War Map:  Featuring Transportation, The Key To Every  1943   -- 
Successful Campaign 
3 1 Esso War Map Ii:  Featuring The World Island And Fortress 1943   -- 
Europe 
4 1 World War II Map       1944   -- 
17 2 War Map: The Pacific Theater     1942   -- 
18 2 War Map:  Japan and Other Strategic Pacific Areas   1943   -- 
21 3 (Europe) Germany:  Zones of Occupation    1941-1944  -- 
 
